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The price of potatoes -vrill likely level off, hov/ever

it still warrants special attention in properly
storing those potatoes that have been produced.

@ Potatoes sho'old be harvested by late June or early July* Harvest of immature
potatoes before vines have completely died do\m is preferred to harvesting
mcAure potatoes that have suffered heat dairr.ge and sunburn. Dig in cool
part of day. Never expose newly-dug potatoes to hot sun.

0 Store in cellar or cave. Fall liarvested pota,toes may be pit stored.

© Store in bins raised off the floor, in baskets, boxes or sacks with the tops

rolled back, so that potatoes will get air,

© A temperature of 45 degrees, vdth relative hiunidity of S7 per cent, is ideal.

Air circulation is highly dcsira.ble,

@ Sprouting of potatoes in storage, can be retarded by the use of chemicals
such as Bar-Sprout or a similar hormone compound,'

Can be used for canning providiiu^ the correct
procedure is used. The method is somewhat different
than tliat used for the large canner.

If pressure saucepans are equipped with gauge or v/eights suitable for indicating
desired tempera.ture, they appear to bo satisfactory for cc.nning, providing
additional ’’cooling time” is allowed.

The most recent information recommends a ’’cooling time” before the jars are
removed from the saucepan. This additional time liappens to bo approximately
equal to the difference in comc-up time botx/een the saucepan, w^ilch cones up to

pressure relatively fast, and the laa’gc canner, irhich comes up more slovdy.
The ’’cooling time” equalizes the sterilizing effectiveness of the two procedures.
In each case, the ’’cooling time” has boon determined by the actual length of
time required to reduce all pressure in the saucepan plus the additional time
required to rolice all pressure in the jars themselves.

In the large canner, peas would be processed a.t 10 pounds pressiwe for 40 minutes
and v/ould remain in the canner for the additional time it takes for pressure in
the canner to drop to zero. In the saucepan, they are processed for 40 minutes

j

but the jars, instead of being removed immediately, vrhen all pressiore in the pan
is reduced, are left to cool for the definite, over-all period of 35 minutes,
long enough to alloi/ all pressure to bo reduced inside the jars as vrell as in
the pan. The faster como-up time in the saucepan, compensated for by the longer
cooling period makes the over-all processing period in the saucepan equal to
that in the largo canner.

This nov: method oliraino.tes the need for testing or nudging the v/eight-tjrpo
control to sec if pressure is cxliausted. It also eliminates all possibility of
dropping pressure too abruptly and thereby losing liquid from the jars.
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